MEETING ALL CARE UNIT REQUIREMENTS

BENEFIT FROM ALL THE FEATURES OF THE

ARE YOU TIRED OF WAITING AROUND
FOR A SPECIALITY BED?

CAREGIVER
TESTIMONIAL

The ook snow ALL bed makes admitting a patient a lot easier and provides
dignity to the patient. Through its all-purpose design, hospital staff can quickly
adapt the bed to accommodate a new patient without having to leave the room.

to various specialty beds
- it is now the bed that
adapts to each of our
patients!”

With its one-step width expansion system, increased weight capacity, and low
height, the ook snow ALL offers game-changing standardization possibilities
throughout all care settings, including bariatric, med-surgical, and palliative care
units. Through a versatile design, you can now save on equipment handling
time, clear your storage space, and eliminate rental costs.
Getting access to the right bed has never been so simple.

INFINITE

TM

WIDTH IN A SLEEK AND CLEAN LOOK

A BED THAT DOES IT ALL
VERSATILE, EXPANDABLE, AND MOBILE!

Pilot Drive

no longer have
“toWe
accustom ourselves

The ook snow ALL with Pilot DriveTM
is a unique powered drive system designed
with mobility, versatility, patient safety, and
product performance all-in-one.

TM

LOW HEIGHT

HIGHLY EFFICIENT SCALE

WEIGHT CAPACITY

EASY TO CLEAN

INFINITE™ WIDTH
ADJUSTMENT

BOOSTLESS™
BACKREST SYSTEM

Exceptional low height reduces
the risk of falls and facilitates
patient mobility.

The integrated scale provides
accurate weight in any bed or
patient position.

70 lb to 1060 lb weight capacity
makes the bed versatile for any
patient size.

Reimagined with ease of use and fall
prevention in mind, the ook snow ALL
with Pilot Drive maintains its exceptional
low height while still providing essential
underbed clearance.

Open architecture, seamless smooth
surfaces, and liftable deck covers
facilitate cleaning procedures.

Patient deck can be expanded
to accommodate support
surfaces from 35" to 48".

Backrest moves backward to
reduce shearing and patient
repositioning needs.

SAFE GAP
MONITORING

Featuring intuitive visual prompts, the
Pilot Drive system is easy to use.

FALL RISK MANAGEMENT

Fall prevention protocols are
strengthened with the combination
of low height, bed exit technology,
and ergonomic siderail design.

Software-integrated system
monitors bed width to ensure
safe gaps are maintained.

NOT YOUR AVERAGE
BARIATRIC BED
The need to switch out to a specialty bed for bariatric patients is no longer
necessary when you have the ook snow ALL bed.
With features such as InfiniteTM width technology and integrated bed
extender, staff can quickly adapt the beds to accommodate any patient size,
providing them with the space and comfort they deserve.
Designed to appear like our med-surg bed, the ook snow ALL bed
promotes patient satisfaction, dignity, and comfort, without compromising
on low height and functionality.

BATTERY
AUTONOMY

CONTROLLED
DRIVING SPEED

MAXIMUM
MANEOUVRABILITY

INTEGRATED OXYGEN
BOTTLE HOLDER

POWERED WIDTH
EXPANSION SYSTEM

SMART
NIGHTLIGHTSTM

LIFTABLE DECK
COVERS

POWER OUTLETS
WITH USB PORTS

SMART SCREEN

Staff will feel confident covering
long distances, even up ramps and
steep slopes, thanks to a strong
battery autonomy and powered drive
release system.

Variable speed capabilities will give
staff full control over the desired speed
and velocity, while helping to relieve
excessive push and pull stress.

Smooth steering and sharp 360˚
turns are made effortlessly with the
centralized 5th wheel.

Safely transporting bariatric patients
in intensive care units is made easy
with optional integrated oxygen bottle
holder.

Allows for width adjustment
in one simple step.

Provides patients
with a clear view of
surroundings.

Simplifies cleaning
and maintenance
procedures.

Keeps patient mobile
devices within reach to
limit fall risks.

Optimizes patient safety
through advanced bed
monitoring capabilities.

ALLOWING CLOSENESS BETWEEN LOVED ONES

A BED FOR TWO
Getting close to loved ones in care
settings has not always been possible.
In palliative care environments, this muchneeded proximity between patients and
loved ones is now achievable with the ook
snow ALL bed.
Often referred to as the "cuddle bed",
the ook snow ALL is the only bed on the
market certified for use by two people.

BELOVED
TESTIMONIAL

AN ALL-IN-ONE HOSPITAL BED
FOR MULTIPLE CARE ENVIRONMENTS

“There are no words to
describe that little bit of
happiness and comfort
for the time I got to spend
with my husband. [...]
This bed allowed me to
be close to him without
squatting like in the
regular hospital beds.”

med-surgical | bariatric care | palliative care

- Brianna Miles*, NL, Canada

A NEW SHIFT IN
POWERED DRIVE SYSTEMS
The ook snow ALL with Pilot DriveTM is the first system to deliver on low
height, full underbed clearance, and maximum manoeuvrability.
With its controlled driving force, variable speed capabilities, and intuitive
controls, healthcare teams will feel confident and in control when moving
patients during intrahospital transportation.

Visit our Virtual Showroom

for an interactive 3D experience of our full line of hospital beds and accessories
Toll free number : 1 844 409-4030

umanomedical.com
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LOW HEIGHT, UNDERBED CLEARANCE, AND MANOEUVRABILITY

